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Three public debates held on Bosnia and the EU
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public debate

The organisation Centar za Kulturu Dijaloga (CCD) organised three demonstration debates in high schools in

different parts of Bosnia and Herzegovina in November 2013. The debates focused on European Union topics and

discussed the position of Bosnian youth vis-à-vis the EU.

The rounds started with a demonstration debate in Srednjoškolski centar „Petar Kočić“ in Srbac on the 1st of

November. A total of 63 participants witnessed two debates on the question whether to be for or against the

European Union. The first debate was held in the Karl Popper style, while the second debate was held in British

Parliamentary style. Experienced CCD trainers discussed the differences between the styles and the show debates

enabled everyone to witness the differences in action. The debate was captured in pictures.

The second and third debate took place on the 28th of

November and they were both in Karl Popper format. One was

in the Gazi Husrev-begova medresa in Sarajevo with 28

participants. They discussed whether joining the EU would be

a good solution to the current political crisis in Bosnia by

looking at the way EU structures incentivised countries to

tackle problems when they are in the accession process

versus when they have already entered the Union. It allowed

the participants to discuss the strength of the EU as a crisis

manager. Pictures and a video are now online. The third

debate saw 57 participants in Srednja ekonomska škola in

Brčko debate about the motion that Bosnia needs to fulfill its obligation from the Stabilization and Association

Agreement for the future of its citizens. The debate oscillated between a proposition that argued that complying with

the SAA would bring prosperity and closeness to the EU and an opposition that reminded the audience of all the

other pressing issues in Bosnia that required more immediate attention. Pictures and a video are online.

The CCD demonstration debates allowed young people to discuss the future of Bosnia in relation to the EU and to

learn more about different debate styles. The debate events were organised as part of the project idebateEU. This is

a cooperation project of IDEA Amsterdam, IDEA London and ten IDEA members from all across Europe. The project

aims to improve cooperation between IDEA and its members and between members, sharing debate methodologies

and organisational knowledge in the framework of common activities on European topics. The project is made

possible with support of the Europe for Citizens Programme of the European Commission.
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